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Innovative Way to Create a Stunning Thanksgiving Centerpiece in under 10 minutes 

(CHICO, CA) – November 3, 2014 – Designing a stunning Thanksgiving centerpiece has never been easier 

thanks to the 2014 Thanksgiving Trunk by décor-to-your-door retailer Season In A Trunk.  

“Our Thanksgiving Trunk takes the guesswork out of creating an inviting and gorgeous centerpiece” says 

Christa Melton, Season In A Trunk’s Founder. “We’ve carefully chosen items that reflect the season and 

go with any décor. Once your trunk arrives at your doorstep, all you need to add are fresh leaves 

(lemon, magnolia, etc) and you have an elegant centerpiece that works before, during and after dinner. 

Designed to live the way you do, we’ve included elements of wood, moss, and textiles to bring in the 

flavor of fall.” 

 The Thanksgiving Trunk works perfectly in both formal and casual settings. With two sizes to choose 

from, customers are able to create a centerpiece based on the space they have to work with and can 

build upon the base items to further customize.  Need inspiration? Seasoninatrunk.com offers a wealth 

of tips, decorating ideas and video how-to’s designed to make the most of each season’s trunk.   

Season in a Trunk is the first of its kind in décor-to-your-door and Melton says customer feedback has 

been fantastic. Having sold out of their debut Fall Trunk, it appears the idea is catching on. “Customers 

love the value of the product as well as the time savings of not having to shop for hours to create a 

designer look in record time,” adds Melton. “We’re also seeing people start to give them as gifts – 

especially if they can’t be with family for the holiday.” Priced starting at $59, The Thanksgiving Trunk is 

now available and the Winter Trunk has just been released. Visit seasoninatrunk.com for more 

information. 

# # # 

Season In A Trunk is a Chico, CA based company built out of a passion for creating spaces that inspire, 

are designed to gather, are meaningful and that connect people. Founder Christa Melton is fueled with 

the passion of sharing her love of people to create spaces that open doors and unlock the potential that 

the connection with people brings. Through their website, blog and videos, Season In A Trunk is teaching 

how to expand ones living space within, and beyond, the traditional four walls. You can visit them at 

SeasonInATrunk.com or call 530.809-1559. 
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